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Abstract. The G102 and G141 grisms in the WFC3 IR channel together cover the
wavelength range 0.8!1.6µm with resolutions of R " 210 and R " 130, respectively.
In this contribution we present an example reduction of G102 and G141 slitless data
taken during the WFC3 Early Release Science programme. All core tasks are done by
the spectroscopic extraction software aXe, which was specifically designed to handle
data from the HST slitless modes. The reduction scheme includes a sky background
subtraction with a master sky image to achieve a homogeneous, flat background
for the spectral extraction and the most recent on-orbit calibrations. Moreover we
present a new method for co-adding data from individual slitless images that, similar
to MultiDrizzle in direct imaging, allows the rejection of deviating pixels from e.g.
cosmic ray hits. As a result of applying this processing we show the spectra of
some emission line galaxies down to magAB(F140W ) = 24.5, demonstrating the
remarkable e!ciency and capability of the WFC3 NIR grisms.

1. The data

The data that is the basis for this work has been taken as part of the Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3) Early Release Science (ERS, PI: R. O’Connell, PID: 11359) programme in October
2009. The ERS grism field, which is located in the GOODS South field (see Straughn
et al. 2010), was observed in two orbits per grism (G102 and G141) together with the
corresponding direct imaging taken with the filters F098M and F140W. For every grism
image, an associated direct image was taken within the same pointing to allow the projection
of the position and the sizes of the dispersed objects to the grism image using the WCS
header information (Kümmel et al. 2009b) with high accuracy. Table 1 lists all data taken
in the ERS grism field.

2. Combining the direct images

To generate a list of objects whose spectra shall be extracted from the grism images, we
combine the direct images with the MultiDrizzle software (Koekemoer et al. 2005, Koeke-
moer et al. 2010). The WFC3/IR grisms are very sensitive to the detection of faint emission
lines of compact objects. In extreme cases when the spectrum is dominated by the emission
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Figure 1: The detection image, which was co-added from the multidrizzled F098M and
F140W direct images. The crosses show the sources that were marked for extraction from
the grism images. The dimension of the image is 160!! ! 133!!.

line flux (and thus very low continuum flux), these objects can appear very faint in direct
imaging. To detect these objects, we first multidrizzle the F098M and the F140W images
independently and then co-add these images to form a deep detection image. The STSDAS
task tweakshifts (in the dither-package) was used to improve the registration of the direct
images. The residual shifts were on the order of " 0.5 pixels.

Figure 1 shows the F098M/F140W combined detection image. While the overall image
quality is very good, some persistence e!ects (Long et al. 2010) from the slitless images
taken immediately before each direct image can clearly be identified (on the right of the
bright star in the lower left corner of the image; around the middle of the left edge of the
image, resulting from a bright star outside of the direct image FOV).

Table 1: Data taken in the ERS grism field
G102 expt. [s] F098M expt. [s] G141 expt. [s] F140W expt. [s]
ib6o21qmq 1102.9 ib6o21qnq 202.9 ib6o23rsq 1102.9 ib6o23rtq 202.9
ib6o21qoq 1002.9 ib6o21qqq 202.9 ib6o23ruq 1002.9 ib6o23rwq 202.9
ib6o21r6q 1102.9 ib6o21r7q 202.9 ib6o23ryq 1102.9 ib6o23rzq 202.9
ib6o21r8q 1002.9 ib6o21raq 202.9 ib6o23s0q 1002.9 ib6o23s2q 202.9
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Figure 2: The G141 image ib6o23rsq (left), the G141 master sky image (middle) and the
background subtracted image ib6o23rsq (right). The cut levels are [0.6, 1.15], [0.9, 1.1] and
[!0.05e/s, 0.5e/s], respectively.

3. Source detection and object lists

The object lists for the direct images were compiled using the SExtractor software package
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996). For the spectral extraction, the “multi”-colour information in
the F098M and F140W data can improve the estimate of the mutual overlap of spectra
(see Kümmel et al. 2009b). In order to retrieve this multi-colour information, we have
used SExtractor in the so called “dual-image mode” (see the SExtractor manual), using the
combined image for object detection and the F098M and F140W multidrizzled images for
retrieving photometric information in matched apertures.

The resulting photometric catalogs were combined and set to the correct format using
custom made Python scripts. Spurious detections in the image corners or at the traces
coming from persistence e!ects (Long et al. 2010) were removed. The crosses in Fig. 1
mark the positions of all " 550 objects in the final list. The spectra of these objects were
extracted from the G102 and G141 data.

4. Spectral extraction

4.1. The aXe spectral extraction software

Slitless spectroscopic data has some specific problems (Walsh et al. 2010) that are not
addressed in the standard spectral extraction tasks o!ered in public data reduction packages
(e.g., IRAF, IDL or MIDAS). The aXe software (Kümmel et al. 2009b) was designed to
extract spectra in a consistent manner from all the slitless spectroscopy modes provided by
WFC3 and the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). aXe is distributed as a PyRAF/IRAF
package with several tasks which can be successively used to produce extracted slitless
spectra. aXe is distributed as part of the STSDAS software package. Within STSDAS,
aXe is located under the sub-packages ’analysis.slitless.axe’, and the version 2.1 of aXe
described here is part of STSDAS 3.12. aXe has successfully been used in several large
science programs such as GRAPES (Pirzkal et al. 2004), PEARS (Pirzkal et al. 2009) and
within the Hubble Legacy Archive programme (Kümmel et al. 2009a).

4.2. Configuration and calibration files

While specifically developed for HST slitless data, by design aXe was intended to be
instrument-independent. This aim was achieved by placing all the instrument specific pa-
rameters and sensitivities into external configuration and calibration files. The G102 and
G141 configuration and calibration files used to reduce the ERS grism data have been de-
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#
iraf.iolprep(mdrizzle_image=’F140W_drz.fits’, input_cat=’F098140_clean.cat’)
#
iraf.axeprep(inlist="G141.lis", configs="WFC3.IR.G141.BCK.conf", backgr="YES",

backims=’G141_Apr09.fits’, mfwhm=3.0, norm=’NO’)
#
iraf.axecore(inlist="G141.lis", configs="WFC3.IR.G141.V1.0.conf", back="NO",

extrfwhm=4.0, drzfwhm=3.0, backfwhm=0.0, slitless_geom="NO",
orient="NO", exclude="NO", cont_model="gauss", model_scale=3.0,
inter_type="linear", interp=1, np=15, niter_med=3, niter_fit=3,
kappa=3.0, smooth_length=10, smooth_fwhm=1.0, spectr="YES",
adj_sens="NO", weights="NO", sampling="drizzle")

#
iraf.drzprep(inlist="G141.lis", configs="WFC3.IR.G141.V1.0.conf",

opt_extr="YES", back="NO")
#
iraf.axedrizzle(’G141.lis’,"WFC3.IR.G141.V1.0.conf", 4.0, 3.0, back=’NO’,

driz_separate=’YES’, clean=’YES’, combine_type=’median’,
combine_maskpt=0.7, combine_nsigmas="4.0 3.0", combine_nlow=0,
combine_nhigh=0, combine_lthresh="INDEF", combine_hthresh="INDEF",
combine_grow=1.0, blot_interp=’poly5’, blot_sinscl=1.0,
driz_cr_snr="5.0 4.0", driz_cr_grow=1, driz_cr_scale="1.2 0.7",
makespc=’YES’, adj_sens=’NO’, opt_extr=’YES’)

Figure 3: A python script used to run the entire aXe reduction of the ERS G141 data

rived using on-orbit HST data and are described in Kuntschner et al. (2009a), Kuntschner
et al. (2009b) and Kuntschner et al. (2010). The calibration of the ACS grism is given in
Pasquali et al. 2006.

For the spectral extraction of many objects over a large FOV, such as in the ERS grism
field, the accurate subtraction of the sky background is critically important. Using ! 100
publicly available, deep slitless science images for each grism, we have compiled master sky
images for G102 and G141. For each grism the science images were scaled to the same av-
erage sky level and then combined to the master sky image. Object signatures were masked
and removed using kappa-sigma rejection techniques (Kümmel et al. 2010). Figure 2 shows
an original G141 image, the G141 master sky image and the background subtracted G141
image from the ERS data on the left, center, and right panels, respectively. The numerous
dead pixels appear as white (value = 0.0) spots. The background subtracted G141 image
from the ERS data on the right panel does not show any gradients or inhomogeneities, thus
illustrating the high quality of the master sky image.

4.3. Using aXe

aXe extracts the slitless spectra semi-automatically. After an interactive preparation of the
detection image and object catalog, the extraction runs automatically, and the user can
concentrate on optimizing the parameters of the various aXe tasks in repeated runs on the
data. In addition to co-adding the direct images and preparing the object list (Sect. 2. and
3.), the setup includes organizing the input such as preparing and listing for each grism
image the associated direct image. The actual aXe reduction, e.g. for the ERS G141 data,
is then accomplished by running the sequence of tasks, as listed in Figure 3. The purpose
of the individual tasks is:

• iolprep: The coordinates of all objects in the object list are projected into the
coordinate system of every single direct image. Partial object lists covering the FOV
of each direct image are generated.
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Figure 4: The reduction and source spectrum extraction of WFC3/G102 data with aXe
(observations of the planetary nebula Vy2-2). The left panels show an example of a G102
dispersed image (top) together with its associated direct image in the F098M filter (bottom).
The right panels show the combined, aXedrizzled stamp image from the entire dataset (top)
and the extracted one-dimensional spectrum (bottom) with the identification of prominent
emission lines.

• axeprep: The spectral reduction is prepared. For WFC3 grism data, this task per-
forms the sky background subtraction.

• axecore: Performs the spectral extraction on the single grism images. That is mark-
ing the spectral beams for all objects, estimating the contamination from neighboring
objects, collecting all spectral beams in a special transport format and flat-fielding all
beams.

• drzprep: Prepares the subsequent aXedrizzle step by re-assembling the spectral
beams and computes the coe!cients to co-add the individual 2D grism stamp im-
ages.

• axedrizzle: Co-adds for each object the individual spectral beams to a deep 2D
grism stamp image with constant dispersion and extracts the spectra from these stamp
images. There is an option to detect and flag deviant pixel values as MultiDrizzle
does in direct imaging before extracting the final spectrum from the co-added grism
stamps.

Figure 4 illustrates the aXe extraction on the basis of the G102 calibration data taken
for the planetary nebulae Vy2-2. The position on the F098M direct image (lower left panel)
is transported to the G102 grism image (upper left panel). There the spectral beam is
marked and the pixel values are flat fielded. aXedrizzle co-adds the stamp images from the
individual grism images to a deep, 2D grism stamp image (upper right panel) and extracts
the final, deep 1D spectrum from it (lower right panel). Some prominent emission lines are
identified in the spectrum.
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Figure 5: The comparison of a 2D drizzled G141 image produced with the “basic” aXedrizzle
(left column) and the new aXedrizzle that can reject deviant pixels (right column). Unno-
ticed hot or cosmic ray a!ected pixels are detected and masked out in the new aXedrizzle.

4.4. aXedrizzle with pixel rejection

In WFC3 IR data, cosmic ray hits are detected and rejected during the “up-the-ramp”
fitting of the individual detector reads. However this procedure can miss flagging some of
the CR a!ected pixels. In direct imaging, MultiDrizzle (Koekemoer et al. 2006, 2010) can
detect deviant pixel values when combining dithered data.

Similar to MultiDrizzle we have extended aXe to combine spectral images, in the
axedrizzle task, to be able to detect deviating pixel values. This is accomplished by indi-
vidually drizzling the 2D spectra, median-combining them, blotting them back and then
identifying cosmic rays by comparing the original 2D spectra with the blotted versions.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of a deep, aXedrizzle combined 2D grism stamp image
reduced with the “basic” aXedrizzle and the new aXedrizzle in the left and right columns,
respectively. There is a cluster of pixels with quite high values in the data, which are just
co-added in the “basic” aXedrizzle procedure and result in an artificial emission feature at
! 15800Å. In the new aXedrizzle on the right side, these pixels are identified as deviant
and rejected, and the artificial emission feature no longer exists in the 2D grism stamp and
the extracted spectrum.

As in MultiDrizzle the pixel rejection in aXedrizzle improves the results only in case
of properly registered and dithered data, e.g. if there are astrometric shifts in the grism
data that are not recorded in the WCS, aXedrizzle would reject many good pixels as cosmic
rays and thus result in vastly di!erent and wrong spectra. A careful comparison of the
results obtained with and without rejecting pixels in aXedrizzle should be an important
and integral part of the reduction process.

4.5. Viewing the results

The results of the aXe extraction outlined in the previous sections are ! 550 spectra covering
a large range of signal-to-noise ratios, plus auxiliary data such as the 2D grism stamp images
produced by aXedrizzle. The visual checking of such a large number of spectra is very
tedious.
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Figure 6: A quick look html page for the ERS G141 grism data as produced by aXe2web.
The first column with an index number is followed by the object ID number, the object
brightness and a column with the positional information. The further columns show the
direct image stamp, the 2D grism stamp image and the extracted spectrum in [e/s] and
physical units.

For this purpose we have developed the tool aXe2web1 (Walsh & Kümmel 2004), which
produces web pages that show for each source in the extraction catalogue a postage stamp
image from the direct image, the 2D grism stamp image and a 1D spectrum in units of
detected counts and flux calibrated. An example of such a web page is given in Figure
6. These pages are a useful tool to provide a quick overview of the extracted spectra, to
asses the quality of the extraction process and to find interesting objects (e.g., high redshift
galaxies, emission line objects, etc.) which can be highlighted for further study or interactive
spectrum extraction.

In order to facilitate the navigation within a dataset, an overview and an index page
accompany the object pages which carry all the information. The overview page contains,
for each object, the basic information sequence number, reference number, X, Y, RA, Dec
and magnitude. The index page includes a table with the ordered reference number of
all objects. Direct links from both the overview page and the index page lead to the
corresponding locations of the objects in the object pages.

1see: http://www.stecf.org/software/slitless software/axe/axe2web.php
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Figure 7: Selected examples of spectra extracted from the ERS grism data set. The G102
(red) and G141 (blue) spectra are plotted together without any scaling. The smooth tran-
sition illustrates the high accuracy of the flux calibration. The redshifts were derived from
the identifications of at least two emission lines as marked in the panels. Each panel also
shows a typical 1-! error bar for G102 and G141

5. Results

Figure 7 shows selected spectra from the ERS grism data set. The object identifications are
derived from the object numbers in the SExtractor catalog. All four objects are emission line
galaxies with at least two line identifications in the spectral range covered by the WFC3/IR
grisms. Three sources had already been identified as emission line galaxies in the PEARS
survey (Pirzkal et al. 2004), and one object (ID258) was identified as emission line object
in the WFC3 data. An in-depth analysis of all emission line objects in the ERS grism data
is given in Straughn et al. (2010). Although no scaling has been applied to the data, the
transition from the G102 (red) to the G141 (blue) is remarkably smooth, which illustrates
the high accuracy of the flux calibration and the quality of the spectral extraction.

Even at a rather shallow depth of 2 HST orbits per grism, the ERS grism observations
yield spectra of hundreds of faint objects and allow the detection of emission line galaxies
down to magAB(F098M) = 24.5. These results demonstrate the remarkable e!ciency and
capability of the WFC3/IR grisms for measuring galaxy properties to faint magnitudes.
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